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S
train sensors respond to mechanical
deformations by the change of electri-
cal characteristics such as resistance or

capacitance. Many requirements are needed
to make high-performance strain sensors
including sensitivity (i.e., gauge factor (GF)),
stretchability, response speed, stability, fab-
rication cost, and simplicity. Even though
conventional strain sensors require low fab-
rication cost, they typically have poor stretch-
ability and sensitivity (maximum strain of 5%
and GF ∼ 2).1�5 Recently, there have been
numerous efforts to develop flexible, stretch-
able, and sensitive strain sensors because
of their various potential applications such
as for rehabilitation and personal health
monitoring,6�8 structural health monitor-
ing,9,10 sports performance monitoring,11,12

human motion capturing for entertainment
systems (e.g., motion capture for games and
animation),13�15 andmassmeasurement.4,16

In particular, highly stretchable and sensitive
strain sensors are required in biomechanics,
physiology, and kinesiology applications
where very large strain should be accommo-
dated by the sensors.14

Recently, several alternatives have been
pursued to achieve novel strain sensors by

using nanomaterials. Among them, carbon
nanomaterial based sensors have shown
outstanding performance due to their
superior mechanical and electrical proper-
ties. Highly sensitive strain sensors have
been reported by using graphene sheets
on the flexible substrates.1,2,17,18 However,
graphene-based strain sensors show low
stretchability (maximum ε = 5%) due to
the brittleness of the graphene sheets.
On the other hand, highly stretchable strain
sensors were demonstrated by assembling
the carbon nanotube (CNT) thin films on
the flexible substrates,3,19 but these strain
sensors suffered from low GFs (maximum
GF = 2), nonlinearity, and large hysteresis.
Despite numerous efforts to develop high-
performance strain sensors based on car-
bon nanomaterials with desirable proper-
ties (i.e., high GFs and linearity coupled with
a high stretchability),1�5,9,12,14,16�22 most
previously reported strain sensors have only
demonstrated high sensitivity coupled with
relatively low stretchability and vice versa.
Silver nanowires (AgNWs) have been

widely used in flexible electronics due to their
excellent electrical, optical, and mechanical
properties.23 For example, they have been
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ABSTRACT The demand for flexible and wearable electronic devices is

increasing due to their facile interaction with human body. Flexible, stretchable

and wearable sensors can be easily mounted on clothing or directly attached onto

the body. Especially, highly stretchable and sensitive strain sensors are needed for

the human motion detection. Here, we report highly flexible, stretchable and

sensitive strain sensors based on the nanocomposite of silver nanowire (AgNW)

network and PDMS elastomer in the form of the sandwich structure (i.e., AgNW thin film embedded between two layers of PDMS). The AgNW network-

elastomer nanocomposite based strain sensors show strong piezoresistivity with tunable gauge factors in the ranges of 2 to 14 and a high stretchability up

to 70%. We demonstrate the applicability of our high performance strain sensors by fabricating a glove integrated with five strain sensors for the motion

detection of fingers and control of an avatar in the virtual environment.

KEYWORDS: strain sensor . flexible sensor . stretchable sensor . silver nanowire . nanocomposite . piezoresistivity .
human motion detection
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demonstrated in transparent and flexible devices,24�32

solar cells,23,33,34 and film heaters.35,36 In spite of these
promising results, AgNW-based strain sensors have not
been studied in depth largely because of the weak
adhesion of AgNWs on flexible polymer substrates and
surface buckling/wrinkling of the AgNW thin film on
the substrate leading to a permanent loss of contact
between adjacent AgNWs.25,29,30,32 Under repeated
strain/release cycles, the number of detached and
buckled AgNWs increases, thereby causing the elec-
trical resistance of film to increase irreversibly.
Herein, we report highly flexible, stretchable, sensi-

tive, and reliable strain sensors based on the sandwich-
structured nanocomposite (i.e., AgNW thin film em-
bedded between two layers of PDMS) which achieves
very high stretchability, sensitivity, and linearity simul-
taneously. The strain-sensing characteristics of the
sensors including stretch/release response under static
and dynamic loads, stretchability, hysteresis perfor-
mance, and bendability have been investigated. Our
strain sensors show an excellent performance to both
static and dynamic loads with a high linearity and
negligible hysteresis even for a large strain level (ε >
40%) and possess a strong piezoresistivity with tunable
GFs in the ranges of 2�14 depending on the density of
AgNWs with a maximum stretchability up to 70%. The
response of the sensors has also been computationally
studied by the 3D resistor network model. The evolu-
tion of position and orientation of AgNWs randomly
distributed in the PDMS matrix was calculated under
different strains. We found that the conductance

change of the AgNW network-PDMS nanocomposite
by stretching originates from the increase of discon-
nection between AgNWs and topological changes of
network. We could observe a very good agreement
between our experimental and simulation results.
Finally, a smart glove was made by assembling the
flexible strain sensors on five fingers of a glove. The
resistance change due to the bending of the strain
sensors on the fingers was measured and then the
positions of the fingers could be calculated based on
the resistance changes, all in real-time. An avatar
control was demonstrated by connecting the smart
glove to a virtual hand in the computer environment.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1a depicts the fabrication process of proposed
sandwich-structured strain sensors (the fabrication pro-
cedures are described in detail in the Experimental
Section). Panels b and c in Figure 1 show the fabricated
sandwich-structured strain sensors with excellent
flexibility, stretchability and bendability. As compared
withmost recently reported strain sensors fabricated by
depositing or embedding the sensing materials on the
flexible substrates in which the structure and perfor-
mance of the strain sensors can be easily damaged
even by mild touching,3,5 our sandwich-structured
strain sensor can be easily handled with a high relia-
bility by complete encapsulation. They can be directly
mounted on the skin and easily attached to complex
surfaces without any damage to the nanocomposite
thin film. The top and cross-sectional optical images of

Figure 1. Fabrication processes and result of the sandwich-structured PDMS/AgNW/PDMS nanocomposite strain sensor: (a)
fabrication process of the strain sensors; (b) Photographs of the strain sensor before and after stretching of ε = 100%; (c)
photographs of the strain sensor under bending and twisting; (d) optical microscope images on top and cross-section of the
sandwich-structured strain sensor.
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the samples are shown in Figure 1d indicating well-
patterned AgNWs-PDMS nanocomposite thin film with
an average thickness of 5 μm.
When the liquid PDMS is cast onto the AgNW film,

the liquid PDMS penetrates into the interconnected
pores of the three-dimensional (3D) AgNW network,
owing to the low viscosity and low surface energy of
the liquid PDMS.29 After curing the PDMS, all AgNWs
are buried into the PDMS surface without significant
voids, showing a successful transfer of AgNWs from
glass slide to the PDMS elastomer as well as good
adhesion between AgNWs and PDMS substrate
(Figure 2a). Figure 2b demonstrates the cross-sectional
SEM image of the sandwich-structured samples. As the
figures depict, the liquid PDMS completely penetrated
into the AgNW network thin film in two sides and filled

the gaps between NWs, forming a robust nanocompo-
site of AgNWs and PDMS.
The response of the sandwich-structured sample

under dynamic load is demonstrated in Figure 2c.
The resistance was fully recovered for stretch/release
cycles with maximum strain of ε = 70%, showing the
outstanding stretchability of our sandwich-structured
strain sensors. Figure 2d illustrates the hysteresis curve
for the sandwich-structured strain sensor. As shown in
the figure, there is no hysteresis in the response of the
sandwich-structured strain sensor for over ε = 40%
of stretch/release cycles. The hysteresis performance
of our sandwiched structured strain sensors is much
better than the large hysteresis in the CNT based
strain sensors.3,19,21 For larger strain such as ε = 60%,
there exists hysteresis in the response due to the

Figure 2. (a) SEM image of the surface of the AgNWs embedded onto PDMS. (b) Cross-sectional SEM image of the sandwich-
structured strain sensor; the AgNWs-PDMS nanocomposite film is covered by two layers (upper and lower) of PDMS.
(c) Response of the sandwich-structured strain sensor under stretch/release cycles of ε = 70%. (d) Hysteresis curve for
the sandwich-structured strain sensor. (e) Response of the simple structured strain sensor under 10%of stretch/release cycles.
(f) Hysteresis curves for the simple structured strain sensor.
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considerable hysteresis of PDMS.37 However, even in
this case, the original resistance of the sensor is fully
recovered after releasing it from strain.
We also fabricated simple structured samples in

which the AgNW thin film is embedded on the surface
of PDMS without any top PDMS encapsulation layer
for comparison with the sandwich-structured strain
sensors. The current of the simple structured sample
was not recovered back to its original value after strain/
release cycles of maximum strain of only 10%, indicat-
ing an irreversible increase in the number of discon-
nected AgNWs (Figure 2e). The sudden drop of current
in the first stretch/release cycle shows the buckling
and fracture of AgNWs on the PDMS layer leading to a
permanent loss of AgNWs' contact as well as detach-
ment of some AgNWs from the PDMS surface due
to out-of-plane buckling of NWs. As Figure 2f shows,
the relative change of the resistance does not overlap
with that in the stretch-release cycle for the simple
structured sample, indicating a large hysteresis in the
response. The resistance of the simple structured
sample increased more than 100% in the first stretch/
release cycle just for ε= 10%. Similar electromechanical
properties of the simple structured samples were ob-
served in the AgNW network based stretchable
electrodes.29,32 The excellent resistance recovery,
linearity, and negligible hysteresis of the sandwiched
structure could be due to the structural robustness and
integrity, reduction of buckling and fracture of AgNWs,
as well as very good adhesion between the AgNWs and
PDMS layers by the complete penetration of PDMS into
the 3D AgNW network from both sides.
The physical phenomenon behind the electrome-

chanical difference between the simple and sandwich-
structured samples can be explained by the interac-
tions between PDMS matrix and AgNW fillers. Because
of the much higher Young's modulus of AgNWs
(81�176 GPa)38�41 compared to that of the PDMS
matrix (0.4�3.5 MPa), AgNWs can be regarded as rigid
elements during the stretch/release cycles. In the
simple structured sample, the stiff nanocomposite thin
film is highly cross-linked with the compliant PDMS
layer (see the “Mechanical Properties” section and
Figure S1a in the Supporting Information). During
the stretching cycle, the nanocomposite thin film is
under compressive stress in the transverse direction
of stretching causing AgNWs to detach and buckle
out of plane permanently (Figure S1b,c, Supporting
Information). Moreover, in the longitudinal direction
of stretch, there are gaps between the two ends of
AgNWs and the elongated PDMS matrix due to the
much larger deformation of PDMS (see Figure S1c and
the “Wire-PDMS Composite Model” section in the Sup-
porting Information). Ideally, all the NWs should slide
back to their initial positions after release. However, the
deformation of the nanocomposite thin film increases
the friction force betweenNWs and the PDMSmatrix so

that NWs are buckled above a certain threshold friction
force. As a result, AgNWs slide back by a certain degree
but cannot fully return to their initial positions. This
causes some AgNWs to be buckled out of plane since
residual stress exists in the nanocomposite layer upon
unloading (Figure S1c, Supporting Information).29

Furthermore, in a bilayer system such as the simple
structured sample with the stiff AgNWs-PDMS nano-
composite layer on the compliant PDMS substrate,
spontaneous wrinkle patterns emerge to release the
compressive strain caused by mechanical instability
(Figure 3a).42,43 Buckling and fracture of AgNWs in
the simple structured samples decrease the number
of electrical pathways and therefore the electrical re-
sistance of the AgNW network film increases irreversi-
bly. However, in the case of the sandwich-structured
samples, the behavior of the nanocomposite layer is
mechanically stable due to its symmetrical and inte-
grated structure, enabling the NWs to follow back by
their defined paths without buckling. Therefore, the
change of positions and orientations of NWs under
stretch/release cycles for the sandwich-structured
sample can be based on an affine transformation.44

The behaviors of the simple and sandwich-structured
samples under stretch/release cycles are schematically
illustrated in parts a and b, respectively, of Figure 3
(the above-mentioned phenomenon is also validated
by a simple experimental model; see “Wire-PDMS
Composite Model” in the Supporting Information).
As the experimental results show, the sandwich-

structured samples can be utilized as high-performance
strain sensors due to their excellent stretchability with
resistance recovery, linearity, and negligible hysteresis.
Figure 4a shows the current�voltage characteristics of
a sandwich-structured strain sensor under different
strains. The sensor exhibits an ohmic behavior regard-
less of applied strains and the current monotonically
decreases by the increase of the tensile strain. Strain
sensors with different initial resistances and GFs can
be prepared by controlling the concentration of the
AgNW solution and number of deposition. The re-
sponses of the sensors with different initial resistances
are illustrated in Figure 4b. When the AgNW solution
with a concentration of 6 mg/mL was deposited only
once, the resistance of the strain sensor was relatively
large (R0 ∼ 246 Ω) due to the sparse network of fewer
AgNWs whereas the GF is large (GF ∼ 14). In contrast,
much denser network of AgNWs is formed and the
initial resistance is dramatically reduced (R0∼ 7.5Ω) by
dual deposition of the 12 mg/mL Ag NW solution. This
causes a reducedGF=2with high linearity ofR2 = 0.986.
The linearity of our strain sensors is much better than
those of previously reported graphene and CNT-based
strain sensors1,17�19 since the piezoresistivity of our
strain sensors are not due to the fracture or crack
propagation of the sensing materials. AgNWs slide by
thedeformation of thePDMSmatrix so that the number
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of disconnected AgNWs gradually increases by higher
tensile strain, causing the resistance of the strain sensor
to increase. Interestingly, the sensitivity, linearity, and
stretchability of the strain sensors can be tuned by
adjusting the concentration of the AgNW solution and
deposition parameters to the need of individual appli-
cations. The strain sensors with high initial resistance
are appropriate for high GFwith low strain applications.
On the other hand, for very high strain applications
with acceptable GF, strain sensors with low resistance
can be utilized. As one example, we can fabricate strain
sensors with GF ∼ 5, linearity of R2 = 0.94 and stretch-
ability of 60%. In comparison with conventional strain
sensors (GF ∼ 2 with maximum stretchability of 5%
and linear response), CNT/polymer composite (GF ∼
0.82 with stretchability of 40% and linear response),3

graphene/polymer composite (GF > 1000 with stretch-
ability of 5% and nonlinear response),1 ZnONWs/
polymer composite (GF ∼ 116 with stretchability of
50% and linear response),15 and carbon black/polymer
composite (GF ∼ 20 with stretchability of 80% and non-
linear response),45 our strain sensors provide excellent
sensitivity, stretchability, and linearity simultaneously.
Further tests were carried out to investigate the long-

term reliability of the strain sensors (see Figure S5,
Supporting Information). When more than 225 stretch/
release cycles from ε = 0% to ε = 10% were applied to
the strain sensor, the change in the response of the
strain sensor was negligible as shown in Figure S5a
(Supporting Information). Moreover, the minimum re-
sistance of the sensor increased to 6.25% when the
strain sensor was subjected to 1000 cycles of strain from

Figure 4. Electromechanical response of the sandwich-structured AgNWs�PDMS nanocomposite strain sensors: (a)
current�voltage curves of the strain sensor for different levels of strains; (b) relative change of resistance versus strain for
the sensors with different levels of initial resistance.

Figure 3. Schematics for the behavior of the simple (a) and sandwich (b) structured AgNWs-PDMS nanocomposite samples
under cyclic stretch/release cycles, respectively. Inset: SEM image on the surface of the simple structured sample before
applying the strain and after applying strain and releasing from stretching; wrinkle patterns emerge on the surface of the
nanocomposite layer.
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ε = 10% to ε = 40% as shown in Figure S5b (Supporting
Information). The small change of the electrical proper-
ties of the sensor during the repeated cycles can be
explained by the fatigue of the PDMS substrate at high
strain. The calculated 90% response time for the strain
sensors is about ∼200 ms without considering the
unknown delay of the measurement systems, showing
very fast response of our strain sensors (see “Response
Time” section in the Supporting Information).
The microscopic mechanism for the piezoresistivity

of the AgNWs-PDMS nanocomposite based stretch-
able strain sensors could be investigated by numerical
simulation. First, a 3D unit cell network model was
generated by randomly orientated AgNWs in the
PDMS matrix (Figure 5a). We assumed that approxi-
mately 1500 AgNWs with a constant diameter (D =
150 nm) and length (L = 20 μm) were initially assigned
to random positions and orientations within the PDMS

matrix with a width of Lx = 62 μm, length of Ly = 62 μm
and thickness of Lz = 5 μm. The orientation of each
NW was assigned by using a spherical coordinate
(Figure 5b). A network resistor model was then con-
structed by junction identification between all pairs of
NWs in the network, and the resistance of the total
network was calculated by using Kirchhoff's current
law and Ohm's law.
We classified junctions between two NWs into three

categories depending on their distances including (i)
complete contact with no contact resistance, (ii) tun-
neling junction within a certain cutoff distance (C), and
(iii) complete disconnection between NWs. If the short-
est distance (d) between the centerlines of two neigh-
boring NWs is smaller than or equal to the diameter (D)
of NW, they are considered to be fully connected with
no contact resistance. The tunneling current between
two noncontact NWs is defined when distance d is

Figure 5. Computational model of the AgNW network in the PDMS matrix for numerical simulation of piezoresistivity of the
AgNW�PDMS nanocomposite strain sensors: (a) randomly orientated AgNWs in the PDMSmatrix and effect of strain on two
neighboringNWs. (b) coordinates of single NW in the 3D space. (c) Different electrical interconnections between two adjacent
NWs: (i) complete ohmic connection with zero contact resistance, (ii) tunneling current between neighboring NWs, and (iii)
complete disconnection. (d) Response of the AgNWs�PDMS nanocomposite to the applied strain by experimental
measurement and numerical simulation. (e) Number of noncurrent flowing NWs and tunneling junctions against the
applied strain.
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larger than D and smaller than a cutoff distance (C)
(∼150.58 nm; distance at which the resistance be-
tween two neighboring NWs is 30 times higher than
the resistance of single NW), such that the electrons
can tunnel through the polymer matrix and can form
a quantum conductive junction.46,47 The tunneling
resistance between two neighboring NWs can be
approximately estimated as follows47

Rtunnel ¼ V

AJ
¼ h2d

Ae2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2mλ

p exp
4πd
h

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2mλ

p� �

where J is tunneling current density, V is the electrical
potential difference, e is the single electron charge,
m is themass of electron, h is Planck's constant, d is the
distance between NWs, λ is the height of the energy
barrier (1 eV for PDMS), and A is the cross-sectional
area of the tunnel, which is assumed to be the same as
the cross-sectional area of single NW. Furthermore, it is
assumed that no current can pass through two adja-
cent NWs when the distance between NWs exceeds
the cutoff distance (C) and their electrical path is fully
disconnected. The corresponding electrical circuits for
each configuration are shown in Figure 5c.
To obtain the total conductance change under strain,

the positions and orientations of all NWs were recalcu-
lated and the connectivity between NWs was analyzed
again. The repositioning and reorientation of NWs
under the applied strain were simplified by rigid body
motions of NWs within the PDMSmatrix. Therefore, the
change of NW positions and orientations caused by
the mechanical strain can be evaluated using the 3D
fiber reorientation model (Figure 5a).46

The relative change of the resistance for the strains
up to 100% calculated by the above-mentionedmodel
is illustrated in Figure 5d. As the figure shows, there
is an excellent agreement between the computational
result and experimental data for the strain sensor
with relatively high resistance (R ∼ 75 Ω). Figure 5e
illustrates the number of noncurrent flowing NWs and
tunneling junctions for a high resistance strain sensor
while the strain is continuously increased and uniformly
applied to the structure. Here, the number of tunneling
junctions is very low (average∼ 8) and not significantly
affected by the applied strain. On the other hand, the
number of noncurrent flowing NWs increases gradually
by the applied strain, increasing the resistance of the
film. However, it should be noted that the nonlinear
behavior of the high resistance strain sensors is not
dominated by the number of noncurrent flowing NWs,
but by the topology of AgNW network. The topology of
percolating NW cluster changes from “homogeneous
network” to “inhomogeneous network” with emerging
bottleneck locations that critically limit the electrical
current as shown in Figure S5c (Supporting Informa-
tion). In contrast, highly linear behavior is observed
in the strain sensor with low resistance due to dense
AgNW network as shown in Figure S5a (Supporting

Information). In this case, no bottleneck locations for
electrical current are observed in the AgNW network
even for high strains up to 100% due to high number
density of AgNWs as shown in Figure S 5d (Supporting
Information). The AgNW network with a high number
density of NWs exhibits better connectivity between
NWs. As a consequence, the emergence of bottleneck
locations is less probable and the electrical resistance
is linearly dependent on the number of disconnected
NWs. Therefore, the strain sensor with low resistance
shows highly linear response to the applied strain.
Since our sandwich-structured strain sensors are

human-friendly, highly flexible, stretchable, and sensi-
tive, they can be used for a wearable and flexible
humanmotion detection platform where a large strain
(ε>50%) and bending angle (θ>150�) by the move-
ment of the human body need to be accommodated
by the sensors. In order to characterize the capability of
our sensors for the bending detection of the human
joints, the sensors were mounted on an artificial
finger device (inset of Figure 6a). The artificial finger
was attached to a linear moving stage so that its angle
could be adjusted by the distance between the jigs.
Figure 6a illustrates the response of the sensor to the
bending angle from 0� to 120�. The sensor responds to
the bending angle with a good sensitivity ((ΔR/R0/θ)∼
0.63 rad�1) and acceptable linearity (R2 = 0.96). A small
nonlinearity in the sensor response could be due to
the sliding of the sensor on the plastic (polyethylene
terephthalate; PET) carrier. For the dynamic test, re-
peated bending/relaxation cycles (angle ranging from
10� to 90�) were applied to the artificial finger while
the current through the sensor at a constant voltage
of 0.5 V was measured. The response of the strain
sensor to the dynamic loading profile is presented in
Figure 6b. As Figure 6 shows, there is an excellent
agreement between the loading profile and the re-
sponse of the sensor without considerable drifting or
hysteresis. Therefore, the sensors can be employed for
the accuratemotion detection of the human joints due
to its excellent bendability and sensitivity. Toward this
direction, a smart glove systemmade of five sandwich-
structured strain sensors, with one sensor for each
finger, was fabricated. The smart glove is integrated
with a custom-made data acquisition (DAQ) system
with wireless communicationmodulus on a chip. More-
over, designed chip is a multifunctional circuit which
acquires data from sensors, calibrates the response of
each sensor and transmits all the data to a computer
bywireless communication system. Figure 6c shows the
motion detection for index and middle fingers. The
more bending fingers generated, the more increase
in the resistance of sensor occurred. Also, the sensor
exhibited a good stability, response speed, and repeat-
ability. There are numerous applications for smart
gloves, including input gear for entertainment systems,
master devices for teleoperated robotic systems, etc.
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Here, an avatar control was demonstrated by using our
integrated smart glove device. The resistance change
of the strain sensors was employed as a parameter to
control the finger motion of an avatar in the computer
virtual environment. As Figure 6d illustrates, the bend-
ing of the fingers leads to the bending of the avatar
fingers in the virtual environment.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we developed new types of the strain
sensors with high sensitivity, stretchability, and stabi-
lity with simple and low cost of fabrication process
based on the sandwich-structured AgNWs�PDMS nano-
composite. The tunable gauge factors and stretchability
of the sensors are in the ranges of 2 to 14 and 70%,
respectively, both of which are higher than those of
the conventional strain sensors. Furthermore, the linear-
ity and sensitivity of strain sensor can be controlled
by the number density of AgNWs. In particular, highly

stretchable and linear strain sensors could be achieved
by using low resistance AgNW thin films. The response
of the sensors can be predicted very well by a compu-
tational model based on the resistive network of
AgNWs within the PDMSmedium. We have found that
the sandwich-structured strain sensors have a good
response to the bending and joint angle measure-
ment. Finally, a smart glove made of the stretchable
strain sensors assembled in each finger was fabricated
and used for the real-timemotion detection of fingers.
As an application, an avatar control in the virtual
environment has been demonstrated by the finger
posture detection using our smart glove device. We
believe that our strain sensor devices will open up new
fields of applications in flexible, stretchable and wear-
able electronics due to their excellent performances;
especially, in human motion detection applications
where very large strain should be accommodated by
the strain sensor.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Synthesis of Silver Nanowires (AgNWs). AgNWs were synthesized
by a modified polyol method according to Korte et al.28 Ethy-
lene glycol (50mL) was heated at 152 �C for 1 hwith amagnetic
stirrer (stirring speed = 260 rpm). CuCl2 (4 M, 400 μL) in ethylene
glycol was added to the ethylene glycol that was heated
beforehand. After the new solution was heated for another
15min, 15mL of 0.147M polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) in ethylene

glycol was added to the system. Then, 15 mL of 0.094 M AgNO3

in ethylene glycol was injected drop by drop into the solution
at the rate of 0.5 mL/min. After all of the AgNO3 solution
was injected, the solution was heated for another 1.5 h and
quenched in a room temperature water bath to stop the
reaction. After the AgNW solution was cooled, a large amount
of acetone was added to the solution (with a ratio of 5:1). The
solution was centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 10 min and washed

Figure 6. Humanmotion detectionby the sandwich-structuredAgNWs�PDMSnanocomposite strain sensors: (a) response of
the sandwich-structured strain sensor to the bending angles from 0� to 120� (inset: photograph of the artificial finger); (b)
response of the strain sensor under repeated bending/relaxation cycles (10��90�): (c) motion detection of index andmiddle
fingers; (d) control of avatar fingers in the virtual environment using wireless smart glove system.
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three timeswith ethanol to remove the excess PVP and ethylene
glycol. AgNWs were stored in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for further
experiments. The average diameter and length of AgNWs were
150�200 nm and 10�20 μm, respectively.

Fabrication of the Strain Sensors. The strain sensor was fabri-
cated by the following procedure: AgNWsolutionwas first drop-
cast onto a glass slide that was previously cleanedwith acetone,
ethanol, and DI water and patterned with a polyimide tape
(with∼20� 3 mm2 rectangular pattern size). The uniformity of
AgNW thin film is an important factor for stable and predictable
response of the sensor. After drop-casting of AgNW solution,
the glass slide was exposed to a lamp light (OSRAM DR 51 50W
12 V with a luminous intensity of 1450 cd) to dry the AgNW
solution and deposit AgNWs onto the glass slide. The light
heating provided uniform and gradual heating throughout
the deposited AgNW thin film and made it more uniform and
homogeneous. After the solution was dried, polyimide tape
was removed from the glass slide and the patterned AgNW thin
film was thermally annealed at 200 �C for 20min to increase the
electrical conductivity. The thermal annealing can reduce the
resistance of theAgNW thin filmby removing the PVP surfactant
and allowing the fusion between AgNWs.29,31 The simple
structured samples were fabricated by casting the liquid PDMS
with an approximate thickness of 0.5 mm on the preannealed
AgNW thin film pattern and curing it at 70 �C for 2 h. After the
cured PDMS was peeled from the glass slide, it was flipped and
copper wires were attached to the ends of the embedded
AgNW thin film by silver paste for further mechanical and
electrical tests. The sandwich-structured strain sensors were
prepared by pouring the 0.5 mm layer of the liquid PDMS onto
the AgNW thin film pattern on a glass slide. After the PDMS layer
was partially cured at 70 �C for 20 min, it was peeled off and
flipped. Then copper wires were attached to the two ends of the
AgNW thin film by silver paste, and another layer of the liquid
PDMS with the same thickness (0.5 mm) was cast on the AgNW
embedded PDMS film and cured at 70 �C for 2 h. Here, the first
PDMS layer was partially cured for a short period in order to
minimize the mechanical property difference between the first
and second layers of PDMS since the mechanical characteristics
of PDMS are highly dependent on the curing temperature and
period.38

Sensor Characterization and Motion Detection Experiment. All mi-
croscopic optical and SEM images were taken by the MX-6RT
(i-solution lite optical microscopes, ITM technology) and field-
emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) (Sirion, The
Netherlands), respectively. To test the strain-sensing characteris-
tics, two ends of the samples were attached tomotorized moving
stages (Future Science Motion Controller, FS100801A1P1), and
then uniform strain/release cycles were applied to the samples
while the current changesweremeasuredusing a potentiometer
(CH Instruments, ElectrochemicalWorkstation, CHI901D). Hyster-
esis measurements for all samples were recorded at a dis-
placement rate of 0.55 mm 3 s

�1. For the characterization of the
bending angle detection by the strain sensors, an artificial finger
was developed. The strain sensor was attached to the joint of
the artificial finger, and the response of the strain sensors under
different bending angles (from 0� to 120�) was investigated.

A smart glove made of five sandwich-structured AgNWs�
PDMS nanocomposite sensors, one sensor for each finger, was
fabricated for the human fingers' motion recognition. The smart
glove was integrated with a custom-made data acquisition
(DAQ) systemwith wireless communication on a chip. Moreover,
the designed chip is a multifunctional circuit which acquires
data from sensors, calibrates the response of each sensor, and
transmits all thedata to a computer by awireless communication
system (Zigbee Module). The chip acquires the resistance
changes based on a constant current (50 μA) which provides
a long-time operation per battery charge (8.5 h). The avatar hand
was developed in LabVIEW (National Instruments) and con-
nected to the integrated glove systems.
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